
Member Profile: Natalie Rountree-Bell

This month’s Member Spotlight features crafter and artist,
Natalie Rountree-Bell. Natalie's first SIGGRAPH

Conference was in 2014 as a Student Volunteer and has
been involved with ACM SIGGRAPH every year since

then. Read more about Natalie and her favorite
SIGGRAPH memory, current projects, and more by visiting

her Member Profile.

Read more

On Ethics
A message from the ACM SIGGRAPH Chair, Adam Bargteil

Though there are no easy answers, ACM SIGGRAPH is committed to creating a diverse,
equitable, and inclusive environment. From how we choose our leaders, to our speakers,
to our program committees, we strive to always be welcoming to everyone. And we are
making progress. 

Read more

ACM SIGGRAPH Blog

Advancing Research in Adversarial Imitation Learning

At SIGGRAPH 2021, participants will explore the latest research in groundbreaking
topics, such as generative adversarial networks, neural and real-time rendering,
simulation, meshing, character control, and more. To discover more about what’s to
come at the virtual conference, we sat down with Jason Peng and Edward Ma, who led
research on “AMP: Adversarial Motion Priors for Stylized Physics-based Character
Control,” to learn more about their project, what problems it solves, why they are looking
forward to SIGGRAPH 2021, and what advice they have for those planning to submit to
Technical Papers in the future.

Read more

Announcements

Watch the recording of the May 24 ACM
SIGGRAPH Volunteer Information Session: Please
view the recording from the May 2021 Volunteer
Information Session event to learn more about ACM
SIGGRAPH and the current volunteer openings. Watch
the full event.

Call for Nominations Editor-In-Chief ACM
Transactions on Graphics: The term of the current
Editor-in-Chief (EiC) of the ACM Transactions on
Graphics is coming to an end, and the ACM Publications
Board has set up a nominating committee to assist the
Board in selecting the next EiC. If you are interested in
applying the application process is described here.
 

Seeking two Awards Committee Chairs: The ACM
SIGGRAPH Awards Committee Chair is recruiting for two
Awards Committee roles: the SIGGRAPH Academy
Committee and the Art Award Committee. For those
interested, read the post here.

Call for the SIGGRAPH 2024 Conference Chair:
The SIGGRAPH Conference is accepting applications for
the SIGGRAPH 2024 Conference Chair. Visit the
Conference Chair Overview to learn more about the role,
and contact event-dir@siggraph.org with applications or
questions about the review process.
 

SIGGRAPH Asia 2021 goes Hybrid - Submit your
best work:
SIGGRAPH Asia 2021 invites you to submit your best
work and innovative ideas for the 14th ACM SIGGRAPH
Conference and Exhibition on Computer Graphics and
Interactive Techniques this 14–17 December in Tokyo,
Japan. Visit sa2021.siggraph.org for more information.

ACM SIGGRAPH Events and Conferences
Visit the ACM SIGGRAPH website's Upcoming Events page to view upcoming events. 

July 06-09, 2021 - HPG ’21: High-Performance Graphics 
July 27-29, 2021 - DigiPro ’21: The Digital Production Symposium
August 09-13, 2021 - SIGGRAPH 2021 - Register today!
September 06-09, 2021 -  SCA ’21: The ACM SIGGRAPH / Eurographics
Symposium on Computer Animation
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